We demonstrate a new active fire (AF) detection and characterisation approach for use with the VIIRS spaceborne sensor. This includes for the first-time joint exploitation of both 375 m I-Band and 750 m M-Band data to provide both AF detections and FRP (fire radiative power) retrievals over the full range of fire and FRP magnitudes. We demonstrate the value of our VIIRS-IM 'synergy' product in an area of eastern China dominated by numerous small agricultural residue burns, which contribute significantly to regional air quality problems but which are often difficult to identify via standard (e.g. MODIS 500 m resolution) burned area mapping. We show that the highly 'fire sensitive' VIIRS I-Band data enables detection of the 'small' active fires (FRP ≤ 1 MW), but this sensitivity can lead to false alarms, often associated with manmade structures. We help avoid these via use of 30 m resolution global land cover data and an OpenStreetMap mask. Comparisons to near-simultaneous Aqua-MODIS AF detections, and the existing VIIRS I-Band AF global product, highlight our VIIRS algorithm's ability to more reliably detect the lowest FRP pixels, associated with the type of agricultural burning dominating eastern China. Our algorithm delivers typically 5 to 10× more AF pixels than does simultaneous-collected MODIS AF data (notwithstanding differences in spatial resolution), and importantly with a AF detection sensitivity that remains much more constant across the swath due to VIIRS' unique pixel aggregation scheme. The VIIRS I4-Band saturates over higher FRP fires, but by combining use of I-and M-Band data our algorithm generates reliable FRP records for all fires regardless of FRP magnitude. Using the VIIRS-IM methodology we find regionally summed FRP's up to 4× higher than are recorded by MODIS over the same fire season, highlighting the significance of the formally undetected low FRP active fires and indicating that current MODIS FRP-based emissions inventories for areas dominated by agricultural burning may be underestimating in a similar way to burned-area based approaches. FRP generation from VIIRS that takes into account both low-and high-FRP fires via use of both the I-and M-Band data should therefore enable significant improvements in global fire emissions estimation, particularly for regions where smaller types of fire are especially dominant.
Introduction
Satellite remote sensing is widely used for mapping burned area (Giglio et al., 2010; Roy et al., 2008) and for detecting and characterising actively burning fires (Giglio et al., 2006 (Giglio et al., , 2008 Roy et al., 2005 Roy et al., , 2008 Wooster et al., 2005) . Burned area (BA) products generally require a substantial fraction of the pixel to be fire-affected for a confident detection to be made, whereas active fires only need cover 0.01-0.1% of the pixel area (Giglio et al., 2006 (Giglio et al., , 2008 Robinson, 1991; Roberts et al., 2005; Schroeder et al., 2014) . Randerson et al. (2012) compared 500 m spatial resolution (MCD64A1) MODIS BA data to 1000 m spatial resolution (MOD14/MYD14) MODIS AF (active fire) data to highlight the fact that a large proportion of the typical 'small' fires found in agricultural and tropical deforestation landscapes appear to remain undetected in the BA data, but do appear in the AF products. Burned area is therefore significantly underestimated in such areas, with the most severe impacts (N50% underestimation) apparently located in parts of central Asia where agricultural residue burning across huge numbers of individually small fires dominates. This estimate of the degree of underestimation is itself very uncertain, and maybe a minimum estimate because the MODIS AF product itself often fails to detect active fires whose FRP is significantly below~8 MW (Zhukov et al., 2006) . This minimum detection threshold becomes even higher away from the MODIS swath centre (Freeborn et al., 2011) . In most biomes and for most times of year, such low FRP fires seem likely to dominate (e.g. Wooster and Zhang, 2004; Ichoku et al., 2008) , so in addition to their potential use in improving the estimation of burned area, low FRP AF detection may also be very significant for regional fire regime characterisation (Freeborn et al., 2014) and for FRP-based smoke emissions assessments (e.g. Kaiser et al., 2012) .
Here we present a new AF detection approach, based on data from the Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite (VIIRS) carried on the Suomi-NPP satellite. The approach is aimed specifically at including detection and characterisation of low FRP fires as well as the much easierto-detect high FRP fires. Via this approach, we aim to much more fully record regional FRP characteristics at the time of the satellite overpass than hitherto possible.
VIIRS has two middle-wave infrared (MWIR) bands offering (at nadir) 375 m (I-Band) and 750 m (M-Band) spatial resolutions, representing significantly smaller pixel areas and thus an improved active fire detection capability than offered by MODIS (with its 1000 m spatial resolution nadir pixels). Whilst the experimental Hotspot Recognition Sensor (HSRS) on-board the BIRD satellite has previously been used to demonstrate a low-FRP detection capability based on sub-400 m spatial resolution data (Zhukov and Oertel, 2001; Zhukov et al., 2006) , unlike BIRD-HSRS, VIIRS offers global twice daily observations. This includes an overpass in the early afternoon, at around the peak of the usual fire diurnal cycle (Freeborn et al., 2011) . We apply our analysis of VIIRS data to detect and quantify active fires burning in the agricultural region of eastern China, which Randerson et al. (2012) demonstrate is an area where omission of 'small' crop residue fires by the MODIS (MCD64A1) BA product appears among the most significant worldwide. Schroeder et al. (2014) have already demonstrated an improved ability to detect 'small fires' using the VIIRS I-Band. Fires down to an FRP around an order of magnitude lower than the minimum detection limit of MODIS can in theory be detected, due to the I-bands 10× smaller (nadir) pixel area. The resulting VIIRS AF product from Schroeder et al. (2014) (VNP14IMGTDL_NRT) indeed shows a generally much more sensitive 'small fire' active fire detection performance compared to the MODIS MOD14/MYD14 product, though the implementation described in Schroeder et al. (2014) did not include FRP retrieval itself. The generally strong performance of the Schroeder et al. (2014) global-I-Band algorithm has inspired our regional algorithm, in which we combine VIIRS Iand M-Band data to generate AF detections and FRP retrievals for both low-("small") and high-FRP ("large") fires. We optimise our algorithm for eastern China, an area of agricultural burning where the Schroeder et al. (2014) global implementation still has some difficultly, showing a high rate of low confidence AF detections. We compare outputs from our VIIRS I-M synergy product scheme to those from the global algorithm of Schroeder et al. (2014) , and to MODIS, illustrating the impact of our enhancements related to both AF detection and FRP characterisation.
2. The VIIRS sensor, scan and data characteristics 2.1. VIIRS sensor VIIRS currently operates onboard Suomi-NPP (launched October 2011), and is the first of a set of 22-band scanning radiometers designed to fly on the Joint Polar Satellite System (JPSS) over the coming decades (Wolfe et al., 2013) . VIIRS offers one set of multi-spectral channels (five "I-Bands") providing 375 m spatial resolution data (at nadir), and a further set (sixteen "M-Bands") recorded simultaneously at 750 m spatial resolution (at nadir). One M-Band pixel thus contains four I-Band pixels. Table 1 shows the VIIRS bands used herein, and the two I-Bands bands centred on middle and longwave infrared wavelengths (3.74 and 11.45 μm respectively) make it possible to quite easily adapt existing AF detection algorithms (e.g. Giglio et al., 2003) for use with VIIRS I-Band data. In theory, because the I-Band's pixel areas are 10 × smaller than MODIS (at nadir), active fires around 10× smaller in area (or with~10× lower fire intensity FRP), are detectable with VIIRS compared to MODIS.
VIIRS scan and data characteristics
In addition to its higher spatial resolution, a key difference between VIIRS and MODIS is the former's 'pixel aggregation' scheme which limits pixel area increase with scan angle to a maximum of ×4 compared to MODIS' × 10 ( Wolfe et al., 2013) . Via this scheme, the standard ungeocoded VIIRS SDR (Sensor Data Record, equivalent to MODIS Level 1b) data (Fig. 1a) is separated into different aggregation zones, with each pixel in 'Aggregation Zone 3' being the signal average of three along-scan sub-pixels, those in 'Aggregation Zone 2' being the average of two sub-pixels, and those in the 'No Aggregation Zone' being the original observations (Wolfe et al., 2013) . This greatly lessens VIIRS pixel area increase across the swath, but the data still suffer a MODIS-like "bow tie effect" towards the swath edge due to overlap between consecutive scans (Wolfe et al., 2013) . To counteract this, the VIIRS SDR has the four outermost sampling rows of an individual scan line filled with zeros across Aggregation Zone 2, and eight across the outermost "No Aggregation Zone" (Fig. 1) . This removes the "bow-tie" effect seen in ungeocoded MODIS level 1b data, where near swathedge pixels appear replicated along-track due to their dimensions being far larger than the satellites along-track movement during a single scan (Wolfe et al., 2013) . Schroeder et al. (2014) identified a series of key issues to address prior to confident use of VIIRS data for AF detection and fire characterisation. Of utmost relevance to FRP retrieval is that the I-Band covering the MWIR spectral region (I4) saturates at 367 K, and because of the small ground footprint of the pre-aggregation I-Band detectors -such a brightness temperature can be reached at the locations of even rather low-tomoderate FRP fires (e.g.~20 MW or less). Unfortunately, the VIIRS data Quality Flag (QF) currently only shows instances where all the pre-aggregation VIIRS pixels going into the signal averaging calculation are saturated, which is a far less common situation than only a subset of them being saturated. Thus, it is a non-straightforward task to unambiguously identify all I4 Band pixels affected by pre-aggregation saturation, and we address this issue via synergistic use of the 750 m MWIR M13 band data at all such potential locations, as explained in Section 6.
Study area
Our 1.1 million km 2 eastern China study region includes the North China Plain and the Yangtze Plain (Fig. 2) , encompassing around one third of the Chinese population and the area responsible for an estimated 25% of China's crop production (~51% of the national rice yield; NBSC, 2012). Burning typically remains the quickest, simplest and cheapest approach to removing agricultural residues left after harvest of rice, wheat, and other crops, and remains commonplace even though discouraged or forbidden since the late 1990's (Huang et al., 2012) . Until recently such crop residues were China's second largest industrial waste product (Qu et al., 2014) , and this widespread burning is suspected of contributing significantly to China's air quality problems (Qu et al., 2014) . Previous studies show most fields in eastern China support at least two crops per year (Huang et al., 2012; Pan et al., 2013) , with winter wheat harvested in June, the stubble burnt shortly after, and the fields then rapidly flooded and rice planted. This rice is harvested in September or October when the fields are also drained, the rice straw burned, and the fields prepared again for wheat planting (Huang et al., 2012) . Being almost solely confined to agricultural fields, the individual crop residue fires themselves may each be quite small, but they occur in extremely large numbers (Huang et al., 2012) . Mostly ignited within a few weeks in any particular area (usually twice per year), their cumulative impact on air pollution at these times can seemingly be very high (Huang et al., 2012; Yan et al., 2006) . However, whilst 1 km MODIS MOD14/MYD14 AF data indicate their spatial patterns (Fig. 2) , and perhaps allow improved quantification compared to MODIS 500 m burned area data alone (which seems to miss large fractions of the activity; e.g. Randerson et al., 2012) , the typically small individual size (and thus low FRP) of the fires means that many still remain unaccounted even when using the MODIS AF data (Schroeder et al., 2014) . The higher spatial resolution data from VIIRS, which should enable the detection of significantly lower FRP fires, can thus very likely significantly aid their quantification.
Active fire detection methodology

Datasets
We based our algorithm development and testing on VIIRS SDRs covering eastern China between 1st June 2014 and 30th June 2015 cloud/water/candidate thermal anomaly pixel/confirmed thermal anomaly pixel (white/blue/orange/red) derived from I-Band data using the techniques detailed herein. (c) shows the same false colour composite as in (a), but now zoomed on the highlighted region. These data are subset from the first 85-second granule of VIIRS SDR npp_d20150613_t0503225_e0509028. (d) shows the MWIR (Band I4) and LWIR (Band I5) brightness temperature difference image matching (c), and (e) shows the matching cloud/ water/candidate fire/confirmed active fire pixel mask output from our active fire detection scheme outlined in Fig. 3 . The image is an ascending node scene, with north towards the bottom. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) (13 months, covering three burning seasons) and between 12:00 and 15:00 h local solar time by day, and 00:00 to 3:00 by night. An extra VIIRS SDR set for 28th August 2016 was also processed to facilitate comparison of our outputs to the VIIRS global product, which was unavailable for the earlier periods. HDF5 files including all co-registered SDRs were downloaded from NOAA CLASS (https://www.class.ncdc.noaa. gov/), along with the Quality Flag information and common geolocation file. Each 5-min SDR contains four 85-second VIIRS granules (e.g. Fig. 1 ). For comparison to our VIIRS outputs we used Collection 6 Aqua MODIS MYD14 AF products (Giglio et al., 2016) , which closely match VIIRS' overpass time, along with the VNP14IMGTDL_NRT VIIRS I-Band global 'small fire' product based on the algorithm of Schroeder et al. (2014) , obtained from https://worldview.earthdata.nasa.gov/ (the Algorithm Theoretical Basis Document and Users' Guide is now available at https://viirsland.gsfc.nasa.gov/Products/FireESDR.html). All data were processed using the UK's JASMIN super-data-cluster (Lawrence et al., 2013) .
VIIRS I-Band regional "small active fire" detection algorithm
Our optimised VIIRS I-Band regional AF detection algorithm has five major steps (Fig. 3) , based on a combination of principles taken from the following algorithms: MODIS AF (Giglio et al., 2003 (Giglio et al., , 2016 , global VIIRS I-Band (Schroeder et al., 2014) , BIRD-HSRS (Wooster et al., 2003; Zhukov and Oertel, 2001; Zhukov et al., 2006) , and the Meteosat SEVIRI Fire and Thermal Anomaly (FTA) (Roberts and Wooster, 2008; al., 2015) . In common with these, our VIIRS algorithm first identifies 'candidate thermal anomaly pixels' whose signals suggest they may possibly contain a fire, and then confirms this via signal comparisons to their surroundings, creating a set of confirmed thermal anomaly pixels. We rely primarily on the VIIRS I4 (MWIR) and I5 (LWIR) spectral channels, with the other three I-Bands used to support cloud/water masking and sunglint discrimination.
Our AF detection algorithm runs at granule level rather than whole VIIRS SDR. In the following description, ρ i refers to reflectance in VIIRS band i (0 to 1.0), BT i the brightness temperature (BT) in VIIRS band i (Kelvin), ΔBT ij the BT difference between bands i and j (Kelvin), and QFi the pixel quality flag in VIIRS band i. VIIRS bands are listed in Table 1. i) Initial data screening Using its solar zenith angle (θ s ), each VIIRS pixel is classed as day (θ s b 90°) or night (θ s ≥ 90°), with water and cloud-contaminated pixels removed to reduce computational time in subsequent stages (Schroeder et al., 2014) .
For daytime observations, pixels passing six tests taken from Piper and Bahr (2015) are classified as cloud:
where the max(ρ 3 ) is the maximum reflectance of VIIRS I3 within the processing scene. The threshold value in (3) is kept at 300 K (cooler than the original implementation) to minimise instances of smoke being classified as cloud. During night-time passes, a simpler thermal channel cloud threshold is used (Schroeder et al., 2014) :
It is useful to remove water body pixels by day to minimise sunglint impacts, and we use the Schroeder et al. (2014) rapid water mask, with an extra limitation that the I5 BT must lie below 300 K. Without this addition, we found recently burned areas (which are often of low albedo due to their covering of black ash and char) could be incorrectly classed as water, particularly if covered by smoke, as mentioned by Schroeder et al. (2014) : ρ 1 Nρ 2 AND ρ 2 Nρ 3 AND BT 5 b300 K ð8Þ
By day, following Schroeder et al. (2014) we also exclude certain radiometrically bright but still fire-free targets, such as sand banks along riverbeds, using:
AND ρ 3 N0:3 AND ρ 3 Nρ 2 AND ρ 2 N0:25 AND BT 4 ≤335 K ð10Þ VIIRS I4 band suffers from saturation over stronger FRP fires, and Schroeder et al. (2014) indicate that complete folding of the digital count (DC) can sometimes occur with recording starting again from a digital count equivalent to 208 K. However, this is far less common than simple saturation is, particularly so over the type of small agricultural fires focused on here. Our algorithm implements the same tests as Schroeder et al. (2014) to identify saturated I4-band pixels: The saturated pixels are excluded from the later contextual analysis tests, but join other confirmed thermal anomaly pixels for step (v) -'Daytime False Alarm Filter'.
To exclude potential fire affected pixels from inclusion in the background information used in subsequent stages, the pixels most likely to contain fires are identified by:
ii) Imagery partitioning This stage excludes 'bowtie deleted' pixels (i.e. the stripes seen in Fig. 1a ) from inclusion in the later contextual analysis background windows, ensuring that enough pixels always exist to calculate the background-window statistics no matter where the candidate potential AF pixel lies within the swath. Each granule is partitioned into six sections (the three different aggregation zones either side of nadir shown in Fig. 1a) , and in the outermost two sections either side of nadir, 'bowtie deleted' pixels are removed and six new sub-granules constructed. The dimensions of the 'No aggregation Zone' and 'Aggregation Zone 2' are thus changed from 1280 × 1536 and 736 × 1536 pixels to 1280 × 1152 and, 736 × 1344 pixels respectively via this process.
iii) Candidate thermal anomaly pixel (CATAP) identification
This stage selects the candidate pixels to go through the computationally demanding contextual analysis stage. Whilst the low thresholds set in the early algorithm tests enable the maximum number of potential pixels to be included in this set, to avoid unnecessary computational time it is also desirable to remove those extremely unlikely to contain fires. This trade-off is conducted using a combination of spectral and spatial filtering of each sub-image.
To enable maximum sensitivity to low FRP fires, the spectral filter thresholds are based on statistics calculated from blocks of 50 × 50 pixels within each sub-granule (Wooster et al., 2012) . The mix of dynamicallyadjusted tests, along with fixed thresholding, has also been used in the SLSTR, VIIRS and MODIS Collection 6 AF detection algorithms (Wooster et al., 2012; Giglio et al., 2016; Schroeder et al., 2014) . Within each block (b), the mean brightness temperature of BT 4 and the difference of BT 4 and BT 5 brightness temperature signals (BT 4b and ΔBT 45b ) are used, and each pixel tested against these to identify it as a candidate thermal anomaly pixel CATAP. For blocks with ≤1% clear land pixels, the fixed threshold of Schroeder et al. (2014) was used but lowered to enable the detection of lower FRP active fires:
Roberts and Wooster (2008) introduced use of a spatial high pass (HP) filter to reduce numbers of candidate thermal anomaly pixels unnecessarily selected from larger areas of solar-heated bare ground or other warmed surfaces, reducing computational cost and false alarms. We use a kernel filters (δ filter ), growing from size 3 × 3 to 25 × 25 pixels, and locations with filter output exceeding (P) from any kernel filter is retrained.
where DT is a function of the solar zenith angle (θ s ):
As with the FTA algorithm of Wooster et al. (2015) , pixels passing both the spectral and spatial contextual filters are included in the final candidate thermal anomaly pixel set.
iv) Contextual analysis
The contextual analysis stage tests each candidate thermal anomaly pixel against its own background pixel set, in order to confirm whether its signal is sufficiently elevated for it to be considered a confirmed thermal anomaly pixel (COTAP). Background windows sizes extend from 11 × 11 pixels up to a maximum of 31 × 31, until at least 25% of them are considered valid for inclusion and are not themselves cloud covered, water bodies, potential fire pixels or bad quality data. The mean BT of I4 (BT 4w ) and I5 (BT 5w ), the mean BT difference (ΔBT 45w ) and corresponding standard deviations (δ 4w ,δ 5w , δ 45w ) are then calculated for the selected background window. The absolute I4 and I5 spectral threshold test of Schroeder et al. (2014) have been removed in our regional algorithm, in order to avoid excluding the smallest (lowest FRP) active fires.
Using its background window statistics, a CATAP is confirmed as a COTAP when it meets the criteria below:
Daytime:
where δ 4 ′ refers to the standard deviation of I4 BT of potential fire affected pixels within background window identified using function (17)-(18).
The daytime complementary contextual test from Schroeder et al. (2014) , designed to avoid false alarms at desert boundaries is also applied: A first sun glint rejection test (taken from Roberts and Wooster, 2008) , is used to remove any sun-glint induced false alarms, where L4 and L1 refer to the spectral radiance of I-Bands 4 and 1. 
For the night-time pixels, the criteria for a COTAP changes to:
The CATAPs passing all the contextual tests outlined above are set as COTAPs, and passed to the next stage.
v) Daytime false alarm filter
It is possible that the COTAP set contains sunglint-related false alarms, so pixels satisfying the following condition are removed (Schroeder et al., 2014) :
where θ g is the 'glint angle' calculated from:
where θ g and θ s are the view zenith and solar zenith angles respectively, and ϕ is the relative azimuth angle (Giglio et al., 2003) .
Cloud mask performance
An appropriate cloud mask is critical for accurate active fire detection (Giglio et al., 2003) . As shown in Fig. 1b , our adaptation of Piper and Bahr (2015) successfully identifies pixels with clear cloud-contamination, including over land on the right hand scene edge and over the ocean on the left. Our approach also avoids masking smoke-contaminated pixels in the middle of the land (Fig. 1b-c) , where quite a few candidate AF pixels are detected that are most likely real as they accompany large burned areas (Fig. 1c) . Fig. 1 also shows that our daytime water mask successfully identifies water bodies, but does not incorrectly mask burned area as water -which was a potential problem identified by Schroeder et al. (2014) .
Active fire detection output and evaluation
Fig. 4 presents example output from our final, regionally optimised, 'small' active fire detection algorithm (notice these are COTAPs which pass the daytime false alarm filter). In this case, our algorithm identifies almost all (96%) of the AF pixels identified by the global I-Band algorithm of Schroeder et al. (2014) , but also a further set of additional detections (15% more). Some clear smoke plumes are associated with the AF pixels detected by both algorithms, but in the imagery alone it is difficult to confidently identify whether our additional detections represent actual active fire locations or not. We therefore employed field validation to gain further understanding and confidence in the AF detection results.
Field validation
Field validation (October 2015) involved deploying a small UAV within a few days of a VIIRS confirmed thermal anomaly pixel (COTAP) detection, in order to check for evidence of burning. Thirty COTAPs were examined in total in the Northern China Plain, and for each one recent char and ash were identified clearly in the UAV imagery. Fig. 5 shows one example, where Google Earth Imagery of an agricultural area (34.73°N 114.67°E) taken on 1st October 2015 is shown (Fig. 5a) , along with the same scene but with orthomosaiced and geolocated UAV imagery collected six days later overlain (Fig. 5b) . Red circles denote the VIIRS I-Band pixel centres which our AF detection algorithm identified as containing fires burning on 5th Oct 2015, and which match recently burned locations in the UAV imagery. Fig. 5d shows more detail, with three different burning patterns seen in the UAV imagery. The large fields on the left show a rather homogeneous covering of black ash and char, indicating a fire that traversed the whole field to burn away crop residues and roots left in the ground (wheat stubble left after harvest is often burned like this). Other fields show a sometimes semi-linear pattern of ash and char, indicating areas where farmers likely gathered up crop residues and burned them in long piles. The rightmost field shows more scattered areas of ash and char, interspersed with apparently unburned areas, indicating perhaps that the farmers had only burned crop roots here. The very patchy and generally quite small nature of the fire-affected areas highlights the great difficulty in mapping burned areas in such agricultural regions, particularly when using relatively coarse spatial resolution imagery of the type provided by MODIS, as pointed out by Randerson et al. (2012) . Schroeder et al. (2014) reported that in eastern China, the global VIIRS I-Band 'small fire' AF detection algorithm shows a high rate of low confidence daytime AF pixels (~40%). This is among the highest proportion seen worldwide, and analysis has shown that many of these low confidence AF pixel detections are in fact false alarms associated with large industrial buildings, having highly reflective and/or warm rooftops and surrounded by more rural landscapes (Fig. 6) . Hence, for our regionally optimised algorithm we developed landcoverand hotspot persistence-based spatial filters to identify and remove such occurrences from our algorithm output.
False alarm filtering
Our landcover-based filter was derived from a combination of 30 m spatial resolution GlobeLand30 global landcover mapping (having an 80% classification accuracy and is derived from 2009 to 2011 Landsat and Chinese land monitoring satellite imagery (http://glc30.tianditu. com/; Chen et al., 2015) and OpenStreetMap (http://www. openstreetmap.org/) data derived from manual surveys, GPS devices, aerial photography, and other free data sources, with layers that include 'places', 'buildings', 'landuse' and 'roads' used here to identify urban areas. We combined GlobeLand30 and OpenStreetMap to generate a binary landcover mask for eastern China at a 0.005°spatial resolution, approximating that of the VIIRS I-Band (Fig. 7a) . Cells having a GlobeLand30 crop landcover class cover of ≤ 40%, or in which any of the four OpenStreetMap 'urban' layers were tagged as 'true', were used to create a spatial mask within which no classified AF pixel detection was allowed to occur. In addition, we also masked as false alarms the thermal anomaly pixels persistently (and unrealistically) detected as multiple times in the same locations, and found these again were mostly related to the type of industrial buildings shown in Fig. 6 . For this we used a 0.001°spatial resolution mask based on locations where I-Band AF detections were made outside of the burning season four or more times in a single year (Fig. 7b) . Fig. 7c illustrates this temporal masks spatial detail for a mixed landuse area, where the mask seems to match up quite well to either urban areas/water bodies (which are assumed to be the sites of repeated false alarms). COTAPs that pass both the spatial and temporal filters are finally classed as AF pixels, and are those used for further analysis and discussion in this study. Fig. 8 shows an example where confirmed thermal anomaly pixels (COTAPs) identified as 'false alarms' using the masks of Fig.7 are shown in red, and these classified as AF pixels (i.e. that lie outside the masked areas) are in yellow. Classified in this way are both the output from our regional VIIRS I-Band algorithm (smaller polygons reflecting the size of the I-Band pixels), and those generated on the same day and at almost the same time from the MODIS Collection 6 MYD14 product (Giglio et al., 2016) . Towards the bottom left of the scene, two clusters of thermal anomaly pixels are detected by both VIIRS and MODIS (along with several more spatially isolated pixels detected only by VIIRS) and each are classified as AF pixels since they are in an agriculturally-dominated area, not one identified as being the location of repeated false alarm detections based on our masking scheme. To the right of the scene centre there are three thermal anomaly pixels initially detected by VIIRS, but classified as confirmed false alarms via our masking and thus not included in the final output AF pixel set. These are all associated with more urbanised landcovers, and whilst not in urban centres they are located at the edges and/or in the suburbs and contain buildings similar to those of Fig. 6 . Our procedures correctly remove such thermal anomaly pixels from the final active fire pixel set.
Comparison to MODIS Aqua active fire detections
Our VIIRS to MODIS AF comparisons were expanded to cover a larger area of eastern China ( Fig. 9; 12th June 2015). Here we show the VIIRS IBand AF detections superimposed on the coarser spatial resolution MBand imagery. Classified AF pixel locations are indicated by crosses, coloured by FRP (discussed later in Section 6.3). Our VIIRS scheme detects 76 classified AF I-Band pixels, matching to 55 larger M-Band pixels. Far fewer AF pixels (19 in total) are detected by MODIS, and whilst a single MODIS AF pixel may cover multiple I-Band AF pixels, it seems very unlikely that this is the sole cause of the far greater number of VIIRS IBand AF pixels detections. Rather, the~10× smaller I-Band pixel area is enabling our algorithm to detect the lower FRP fire pixels that often remain undetected by MODIS, such as in those circled in Fig. 9a .
For the study region of Figs. 2, 10 shows the full 1st June 2014 to 30st June 2015 time-series of classified AF pixel counts made from the VIIRS I-Band (top), along with the AF pixels recorded by MODIS-Aqua (bottom) (day and night-time overpasses). Three burning seasons are covered (June 2014, October 2014 and June 2015), with daytime maxima of~4000,~2000 and~3000 AF pixel counts respectively from our VIIRS I-Band scheme and~700,~500 and~400 from MODIS. Nighttime data show a clear AF peak only in the June burning seasons, with (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) maxima of~5000 and~2000 I-Band AF counts, but only~140 and~30 MODIS AF counts. Night-time VIIRS I-Band data of October do still show~500 AF pixel counts per day, whilst MODIS shows almost none. Overall, our VIIRS I-Band scheme often identifies 5 × to 10 × more daily AF pixel counts than does MODIS.
Fire radiative power (FRP) assessment from VIIRS
Beyond AF pixel detection, fire emissions calculations generally require quantification of the fires radiative power (FRP) output (Wooster et al., 2003 . To minimise impacts from VIIRS I-Band pre-aggregation detector saturation discussed in Section 2.2, we developed an FRP-retrieval scheme to estimate FRP synergistically using both the I-Band and M-Band data.
FRP estimation
FRP is calculated using the MIR radiance method of Wooster et al. (2003 Wooster et al. ( , 2005 :
where A is the pixel size in m 2 , σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant (5.67 × 10
), L f is the VIIRS I4 spectral radiance of the fire pixel (W m −2 sr
) and L b is the mean background radiance (of the background window), a (3.2146 × 10 − 9 W m − 2 sr
the FRP constant taken from the power-law linking I4 band spectral radiance to the 4th power of emitter temperature (determined using the approach in Wooster et al., 2005) , and τ MIR is the VIIRS I4 band atmospheric transmission calculated using the MODTRAN-5 radiative transfer code, standard atmospheric trace gas profiles, and space/timevariable ECMWF total column water vapour and temperature values (http://apps.ecmwf.int/datasets/) as in Wooster et al. (2015) . FRP is estimated for every classified I-Band AF pixel, but because the VIIRS pixel aggregation scheme detailed in Section 2.2 may result in ambiguous I-Band saturation effects, it was also estimated using the M13-Band signal at M-Band pixels within which an I-Band AF detection was made. Due to the 4× larger M-Band pixel area, and greatly increased dynamic range of this channel, only a very few M13 pixel are found to be affected by saturation over active fires (Polivka et al., 2015) , and we found none in our study area where the fires are generally relatively small and of low intensity, albeit some can certainly saturate the I4 band.
For the M-band FRP calculation, L f in Eq. (34) simply uses the M13 spectral radiance, and L b then becomes that of the M13 band background window, which was allowed to grow from a minimum of 5 × 5 up to 17 × 17 pixels until at least 8 pixels or 1/4 of the window pixels were considered valid for inclusion in the background window set (assessed with a valid M-Band pixel being one where all four constituent I-Band pixels were considered valid via their I-Band classification). The FRP constant a (2.8667 × 10 −9 W m −2 sr
) was calculated as 10.6% lower for M13 than for I4, whilst τ MIR was typically 15% lower for M13 compared to I4 for the same atmospheric profile.
Per-pixel FRP uncertainty (σ FRP ; MW) was calculated using standard error propagation as in Wooster et al. (2015) : equivalent to a 10% uncertainty across the fire temperature range of 650-1350 K (Wooster et al., 2015) . ∝ τ MIR contains contributions from both the uncertainty on the actual total atmospheric vertical composition (apart from water vapour), and the water vapour concentration itself (Wooster et al., 2015) 588°N, 118 .420°E) with locations of mask pixels from (a) and (b) overlain in yellow and red respectively. The white circle outlines an area of urban landuse not included in the current mask, indicating that imperfections still exist in the landcover data and thus that higher quality ancillary data will benefit the algorithm in future. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) Eq. (34) developed by Wooster et al. (2003 Wooster et al. ( , 2005 to generate their FRP estimates. We atmospherically corrected the MODIS FRP values using the same MODTRAN-5 based scheme as used with VIIRS. Data of Fig. 11 approximate a log-normal distribution, being dominated by lower FRP AF pixels and with a long tail of higher FRP AF pixels. For MODIS, the mode (i.e. frequency histogram peak) of the daytime/ night-time FRP distributions is 11.8 MW and 7.7 MW respectively, whilst those for VIIRS I-Band are 4.7 MW and 1.5 MW respectively, and for the M-Band 6.3 MW and 2.5 MW respectively. It is important to state that from the M-Band data alone it would often not be generally possible to conclusively detect an AF pixel with an FRP of 2 or 3 MW, as it would raise the 750 m pixels MWIR brightness temperature by only a few Kelvin above background. However, here we are using the I-Band 375 m AF detections to identify the M-Band pixels within which there are actively burning fires, and only using the M-Band data to calculate their FRP and its uncertainty. Fig. 11 clearly highlights our regional algorithms sensitivity to low FRP fires. However, the VIIRS I-Band observations produce almost no FRP exceeding 30 MW, whereas those from MODIS often extend to around 50 MW and have a highest single-pixel FRP of 1008 MW. These differences result from the VIIRS I-Band pre-aggregation saturation at the higher FRP AF pixels (Section 2.2; and Schroeder et al., 2014) , but fortunately the VIIRS M-Band FRP retrievals are unaffected by such saturation and thus extend to the correct FRP maxima.
Comparison of VIIRS and MODIS FRP frequency distributions
Scan angle impacts
In addition to MODIS' difficulty in detecting low FRP AF pixels (b 6 to 8 MW) due to its 1 km 2 nadir pixel area (Fig. 11) , Freeborn et al. (2011) also demonstrate that because MODIS' pixel areas are~10× larger at the scan edge than at nadir, so roughly is the minimum FRP detection limit.
VIIRS' pixel aggregation scheme (Section 2.2) results in pixel areas varying much less across the swath (Wolfe et al., 2013) , which should make the FRP detection limit also more consistent. Fig. 12 confirms this, where for MODIS the minimum but also the maximum, mean and median FRP strongly increase away from nadir, but where the VIIRS I-Band and M-Band derived FRPs show much more uniformity. Taking the three VIIRS I-Band aggregation zones in turn, a total of 38%, 24% and 38% of all detected AF pixels were found in these regions respectively; far more uniform than with MODIS -where 77% are located close to the swath centre (within ±32°scan angle) and only 10% at scan angles N45°(and the latter is actually an overestimate because of across-track AF pixel duplication caused by the bow-tie effect; Freeborn et al., 2011) . Similar bow-tie effect impacts with VIIRS are absent due to the aforementioned SDR zero filling (Fig. 1a) .
Direct VIIRS to MODIS FRP comparisons
As a last step, we directly compared VIIRS and MODIS FRP outputs with 10-min time difference or less, both on a fire pixel cluster basis (i.e. a group of 1 to 11 spatially adjacent MODIS AF pixels, and the matching VIIRS pixels covering the same geographic area), and on a 1°g rid-cell basis. The former required manually matching up individual fires, so was applied to a single day only (10th June 2015), whilst the latter was applied across the entire 13-month study period. Given MODIS' FRP scan angle dependence (Fig. 12) , we limited comparisons to a maximum MODIS scan angle of 32°, but no limit was placed on VIIRS since Fig. 12 shows no significant VIIRS scan-angle dependencies. Fig. 13a shows the per-fire cluster comparison, where the VIIRS IBand typically underestimates FRP compared to 'close-to-swath-centre' MODIS (slope of linear best fit = 0.19) as a result of I4-Band saturation (Section 2.2). This is the same reason the VIIRS I-Band FRPs of Fig. 11 fail Fig. 8 . Locations of confirmed thermal anomaly pixel detections made by our VIIRS I-Band scheme (small polygons) and by MODIS Collection 6 (large dashed polygons). Those classified as false alarms on the basis of the masks shown in Fig. 7 are coloured red, whereas those confirmed as AF pixels are yellow. VIIRS granule is from SDR 20150610_t0555514_e0601318, along with MODIS AF detections from granule A2015161.0545 and a background image from Google Earth. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) to exceed~30 MW. VIIRS M-Band FRPs made at the site of the I-Band AF detections (Fig. 13b) show a far better agreement with those from these same MODIS data (slope of linear best fit = 1.01). Those slopes will increase to 0.55 (I-Band) and 1.21 (M-Band) when limiting the data input to those total cluster FRP under 300 MW, indicating the lower impact of I4-Band saturation for smaller fires, as highlighted in Fig. 13a-b . (Fig. 13a) to 0.64 at the grid-cell level (Fig.  13d) . The I-Bands ability to detect many more AF pixels in a grid cell than does MODIS (even close to its swath centre) somewhat counteracts the impact of the I-Band saturation with regard to the grid cells total FRP. However, higher FRP AF pixels will be affected by I-Band saturation, and Fig. 13e shows that when the VIIRS M-Band FRPs measured at the location of the I-Band AF detections are used in place of the I-Band FRP measures themselves, the slope of the linear-best-fit with respect to MODIS increases dramatically (to 1.87). This indicates that nearly half of the study regions' FRP is being emitted by low FRP ("small") fires, undetectable by even 'relatively close-to-swath-centre' MODIS data (i.e. MODIS scan angle ≤32°), a fact also evidenced by the data of Fig.11 . Extending the grid-cell comparison to the entire MODIS swath (not shown) increases the slope of the linear-best-fit between the VIIRS MBand FRPs (assessed at the I-Band-detected AF pixel locations) and MODIS FRPs even more dramatically (to 3.11), because MODIS fails to detect a greater proportion of AF pixels towards the scan edge due to the greatly elevated minimum FRP detection limits away from nadir (shown in Fig. 12 ). By contrast, Fig. 12 shows that VIIRS AF pixel detection sensitivity is much more constant across the swath due to its unique pixel aggregation scheme.
Combining VIIRS I-and M-Band FRP measures to optimise FRP retrievals
Though VIIRS I-Band data is clearly extremely useful for detecting low FRP fires, the data of Fig. 13a and d demonstrate that higher FRP fires often saturate the I4-Band, leading to an underestimated FRP compared to simultaneously recorded M-Band data (see Section 2.2). Saturation affecting all pre-aggregation I4-Band measurements is identifiable from the VIIRS SDR Quality Flag data, but that affecting only some pre-aggregation pixels is more difficult to identify (see Appendix B). The VIIRS 750 m spatial resolution M13 data apparently does not suffer saturation effects in our agriculturally-dominated study region, unlike in other areas where much higher FRP fires are more common (e.g. Polivka et al., 2015) , and so it can be used for unsaturated FRP retrievals at the location of I-Band detected active fire pixels (as in Figs. 9, 11, 12 and 13) . However, where unsaturated I-Band data exist it is better to retrieve FRP from them, because (for the same subpixel sized fire) the AF pixel spectral radiance (L f ) is raised more above the background radiance ( L b ) in the I-Band than the M-Band, making σ FRP (Eq. (35)) generally much lower for the I-Band FRP than the M-Band FRP. The optimum strategy is thus to combine I-Band and Giglio et al. (2016) . The colour of the crosses depicts the FRP of the detected AF pixel, considered later in Section 6.3. Example active fire pixels detected by our VIIRS I-Band scheme but not by MODIS are circled in (a).
M-Band FRP outputs, which we do here to produce a final 'VIIRS-IM' synergy FRP product that selects to record the following FRPs: Top row shows the daytime and nighttime AF pixel detections made using the VIIRS I-Band scheme developed herein, whereas the bottom row shows those from Aqua MODIS Collection 6 (MYD14). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) Fig. 11 . Frequency distribution of the atmospherically corrected FRP of AF pixels detected over the study region using different data and methods (June 2014 -June 2015 . AF detections and FRP were derived (a) using the VIIRS I-Band scheme developed herein during the day, and (b) the same scheme but applied at night, (c) from the VIIRS M-Band data recorded at the locations of our IBand active fire detections by day, and (d) by night, and (e) from MODIS C6 MYD14 by day and (f) by night. All data were atmospherically corrected using MODTRAN-5 as described in the main text, and the dashed lines show log-normal fits to the distribution. The maximum, 75% and 25% percentiles, mode, and minimum of each distribution are also shown.
aggregation I4 saturation will artificially depress the FRP retrievals at certain higher FRP pixels. The clear majority of these AF pixels have their FRP retrieved via the M-Band.
Overall in the 'VIIRS-IM' synergy FRP product developed here, in the 13-month period sampled across the eastern China study area, I-Bandderived FRP contributes 95% of the total FRP in case (i) and M-Bandderived FRP contributes 75% of total FRP in case (ii). Furthermore, in case (ii), the I-Band retrieved FRP's were dominated by FRP's just above the 8 MW limit, because at FRPs much higher than this the IBand pre-aggregation saturation almost always limits the retrieved FRP to be below the M-Band retrieved FRP.
Across the entire FRP range, the total FRP contributed by small fires (≤8 MW) accounts for around 16% of the total assessed FRP, whereas that from larger fires (N8 MW) accounts for the around 84%. As shown in Fig. 13c and f, the slopes of the linear best fits between the VIIRS-IM FRPs and 'close-to-swath centre' MODIS FRPs are similar to those derived with the VIIRS M-Band and MODIS data alone (Fig. 13b and e) . Clearly higher FRP AF pixels detected by VIIRS are responsible for the majority of total FRP release, and many of these can in fact also be detected by MODIS when imaged relatively close to the MODIS swath-centre. However, as Fig. 12 indicates, away from the MODIS swath centre the minimum FRP detection limit of MODIS rises dramatically, whereas that for VIIRS does not, meaning that differences between simultaneous VIIRS and MODIS total FRP observations made at the grid cell level increase substantially when more edge-of-swath MODIS data are included in the comparison. Unfortunately for users of MODIS AF data, such edge-of-swath observations are required to be used if daily observations are required.
Fig. 14 compares the spatial pattern of our VIIRS-IM synergy FRP product with that of MODIS FRP data at 0.1°resolution, with all MODIS data now being included rather than just that from close to the swath centre. There is no obvious major difference in the broad spatial distribution, with a large fire-affected area seen bounded by 32-36°N and 114-118°E, and with mostly higher per grid cell FRPs during June than October. This agrees with past suggestions that the central provinces of Shandong, Jiangsu, Anhui and Henan (mainly in the North China Plain) are the source areas of most agricultural fire emissions (Huang et al., 2012; Qin and Xie, 2011; Streets et al., 2003) . During June, the most fire-affected areas extend further west and north than in October, including to the west of Henan Province and south of Hebei Province. There are far fewer fires in the Yangtze Plain than in the North China plain, perhaps due to different landscape management practices and increased abilities for agricultural residues to be used in local industries (Liu et al., 2008) . Within each grid cell, total FRP is generally higher when assessed using our VIIRS-IM synergy product than when using MODIS, due to VIIRS' greater ability to detect the (very numerous) low FRP fire pixels, and total FRP observed across the study region is larger than that of MODIS by 500% in June 2014, 600% in Oct 2014 and 100% in June 2015. In the latter case, one particular day (11th June) shows unusually high FRP values, responsible for 62% of the total VIIRS-IM FRP of the whole of June 2015. On this date, the fire-affected area is imaged close to the MODIS swath edge, with large MODIS pixels approaching 10× their area at nadir. Many individual VIIRS AF pixels fall in these large MODIS pixels, and because many are also strongly burning a lot of them trigger MODIS AF detections, even though the MODIS FRP detection limit is significantly raised at near swath edge locations (see Fig. 12 ). These MODIS AF pixels and their FRP are then replicated along-track due to the MODIS 'bow-tie' effect, which can lead to very significant overestimation of the MODIS-measured. The effect seen on this day therefore contributes very significantly to the total FRP from MODIS for June 2015 being much closer to that from VIIRS-IM than is the case for the other two months, where such burning conditions and sensor viewing geometries were not as fortuitously aligned.
Summary and conclusions
We have developed a regional active fire (AF) detection scheme for use with NPP VIIRS, optimising it in this case for the eastern China agricultural region where small (i.e. lower fire radiative power [FRP] ) fires dominate due to widespread agricultural residue burning. We have focused primarily on exploitation of 375 m VIIRS I-Band data to detect even very low FRP fires (FRP b 1 MW), and have included detailed procedures to deal with the false alarms that can tend to increase when trying to detect lower FRP fire pixels, and which appear to have been particularly problematic in this area of China during development of the global VIIRS I-Band active fire detection scheme (Schroeder et al., 2014) . A small number of AF pixel detections have been validated using pre-and post-fire high spatial resolution imagery, which showed burned areas appearing around the time of the AF detection.
Our VIIRS-based approach shows significant advantages when compared to the simultaneously recorded Collection 6 MODIS MYD14 AF products. The VIIRS approach detects active fires with an FRP-minimum below 0.5 MW, compared to around 6-8 MW for MODIS, and identifies typically 5 to 10 × more AF pixels (notwithstanding differences in spatial resolution that mean that sometimes multiple VIIRS AF pixels may be represented by a single MODIS AF pixel). Many studies, including Wooster and Zhang (2004) and Ichoku et al. (2008) have shown that low FRP fires are by far the most common type, indicating that the ability to detect fires below the MODIS FRP detection limit may have a dramatic effect on the total amount of FRP quantified in an area.
It is worth pointing out that combining use of any particular activefire capable EO data source with an algorithm that includes more liberal thresholds than applied previously does come at the risk of introducing a higher false alarm rate, since a greater range of lower magnitude nonfire phenomena can perhaps exceed the set detection thresholds. This has been countered here via the addition of extra tests, beyond those typically applied in most polar orbiting active fire detection algorithms (for example the spatial filter test), alongside very detailed false alarm screening based on (i) screening out thermal anomalies that are detected in landcover types typically associated with false alarms in this region (i.e. urban areas and manmade structures surrounded by rural landscapes), and (ii) identifying signatures thought largely incompatible with real active fire behaviour (i.e. repeated active fire detections made in the same location, including at times outside of the agricultural burning seasons). The accuracy and representativeness of the ancillary dataset used for the landcover screening is clearly important for the reliability of such approaches, and as further very high spatial resolution data and landcover mapping becomes available to identify such landforms -the accuracy of the approach will improve further. At the present time, it is the case that some urban/industrial areas still fail to be depicted in the current landcover data (Fig. 7c) .
Our scheme includes FRP retrieval from the VIIRS M-Band when IBand data are suspected of being affected by pre-aggregation saturation.
Our resulting VIIRS-IM 'synergy' FRP product blends the advantages offered by the VIIRS I-Band sensitivity to small fires with M-Band FRP retrieval over higher FRP fires, and includes appropriate consideration of the waveband and atmospheric transmittance differences between the VIIRS I4 and M13 bands. Over three burning seasons in eastern China, our VIIRS-IM synergy FRP product captures on average 400% more total FRP than does near simultaneous MODIS Collection 6 AF data, even without adjustment for the MODIS 'bow-tie' effect that duplicates MODIS AF pixels towards the swath edge (Freeborn et al., 2011) . Our work demonstrates the importance of both VIIRS' ability to detect low FRP fires with the I-Band (see Fig. 11 ), and its ability to detect active fire pixels with a sensitivity that does not degrade markedly across the swath as does that of MODIS' (see Fig. 12 ). Our results also prove the key importance of 'small' (i.e. low FRP) fires when quantifying fire emissions in agricultural biomes, but also show the importance of using high quality ancillary data to help mask false alarms. In the most recent implementation of the Schroeder et al. (2014) global 375 m VIIRS active fire product (https://viirsland.gsfc.nasa.gov/Products/ FireESDR.html), FRP retrievals for 375 m I-Band pixels are also now made, based on coincident M-Band radiances, and the full data record can be expected soon. We believe our VIIRS-IM Band synergy FRP approach will be highly valuable when applied in other biomass burning regions, particularly those more dominated by low FRP fires, and that working with VIIRS will enable significant improvements in global fire emissions estimation in the coming years.
Appendix B. FRP underestimation of VIIRS I-Band Fig. 13c and f (main paper) demonstrate the very significant FRP underestimation that results from use of only the VIIRS I-Band to generate the FRP information, as opposed to both the I-Band and M-Band, and here we discuss the main reasons for these I-Band effects.
A VIIRS I4 pixel has an associated saturation flag set in the VIIRS Quality Flag (QF) data only if all pre-aggregation pixels are themselves saturated. By day, such pixels only account for 3% of the active fire pixel detections made with our I-Band scheme, and by night b1%. However, the summed FRP of these pixels accounts for as high as 9% of the total FRP calculated using the matching VIIRS M-Band pixels, attesting to the significance of dealing with the saturation issue. However, it is also the case that there may be many more cases where saturation only affects some (as opposed to all) the pre-aggregation I4-Band pixels, and these cases are not identified in the QF data (Polivka et al., 2015) .
To investigate this, we compared FRP retrievals made from matching I-Band and M-Band pixels. Since each M-Band pixel contains four I-Band pixels, the former might sometimes capture some FRP from I-Band pixels containing fires but which were not detected as such by our I-Band active fire detection algorithm. Therefore, we first selected only those M-Band pixels for which all four constituent I-Band pixels were also identified as containing active fires, but for which no saturation flag was set. We summed the FRP from these IBand fire pixels and compared them to the matching VIIRS M-Band FRP measure (Fig. A1) . For detections made in the VIIRS 'No Aggregation Zone', the linear best fit between the I-Band and M-Band derived FRPs has a slope of 0.69, decreasing to 0.49 for Aggregation Zone 2, and 0.27 for Aggregation Zone 3. The reduction in slope from 'No Aggregation Zone' to 'Aggregation Zone 2' indicates that perhaps 20% ((0.49-0.69)/1) of the FRP underestimation might be due to some (but not all) of the constituent I-Band pixels being saturated before aggregation, a situation that becomes even worse in Aggregation Zone 3 where twelve original I-Band pixels contribute to the I-Band FRP measure to be compared to that from the M-Band (as opposed to the eight I-Band observations in Aggregation Zone 2). However, results for Aggregation Zone 3 can be separated into two groups, whose linear best fits to the matching M-Band FRP data have slopes of 0.1 and 0.84 respectively (likely representing matchups with and without significant I-Band pre-aggregation detector saturation). FRP underestimation due to I-Band pre-aggregation saturation could seemingly therefore be as high as 74% in VIIRS Aggregation Zone 3. Therefore, this comparison shows in Fig. A1 highlights the importance of implement a dual FRP retrieval using both IBand and M-Band.
